
   

 
The Earliest Account of his Caricatures in London und Paris

One of England’s most famous caricaturists, James Gillray, was an
immensely successful and popular artist, yet there were no accounts of his
work published in England during his lifetime. The single contemporary
source on Gillray is a series of commentaries published in the German
journal London und Paris between  and . Christiane Banerji and
Diana Donald have now translated and edited selected commentaries,
with accompanying illustrations, to reveal how Gillray’s art was
understood by his contemporaries.

The edition offers a unique insight into the role of satire in British
politics during the Napoleonic era, and the subtle artistry of Gillray’s
designs. The volume also includes an informative introduction which
places Gillray and his work in the context of a fascinating episode in
Anglo-German relations at the turn of the eighteenth century.

   is a professional writer and translator, with
research interests in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century German history
and culture.

  is Professor of the History of Art at Manchester
Metropolitan University. She has written extensively on eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century art including The Age of Caricature: Satirical Prints in
the Reign of George III ().
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In the last few years, research on the graphic satire of the Georgian period
has advanced dramatically. It owes much to the work of historians of the
s and s who have virtually rewritten the history of eighteenth-
century Britain, affording fresh insights into such matters as the widening
of the political world; the growth of popular patriotism and of print culture;
and developments in the public’s patronage and consumption of the arts.
Now there is a succession of studies embodying new perspectives on one of
that society’s most striking and characteristic products: the caricature print.
The authors of such studies represent several different disciplinary and
political standpoints and come to different conclusions, especially on the
related questions of how far satirical prints had a truly popular appeal; the
social complexion of those who saw them or bought them; and the extent of
their circulation beyond London’s elite. This is a stimulating debate, but one
that is hampered still by a dearth of primary research into the sparse records
of the period. One important contemporary source in particular has until
now been largely inaccessible to English readers – the series of com-
mentaries on caricature prints in the German journal London und Paris.
Although factual information from the journal was used by Mary Dorothy
George in her volumes of the British Museum Catalogue of Political and
Personal Satires, and by Draper Hill in his excellent biography of James
Gillray, there is no previous translation of its extensive articles on particu-
lar caricatures, which provide a unique account of how they were received
and construed by contemporaries. The present edition of some of the art-
icles on Gillray from London und Paris is therefore intended as a timely
contribution to the growing body of work on this richly suggestive but
problematic category of visual imagery.

The commentaries on French and English caricatures in London und
Paris, which accompanied reduced copies of the prints, span almost the
whole period of the journal’s existence, from  to the end of the
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Napoleonic wars, but they are most important and prolific in the years down
to . Among the English prints, numbering about  in all, examples by
several artists are featured – Gillray, Isaac Cruikshank, Williams and some
anonymous hands. However, the articles devoted to Gillray’s
contemporaneous production greatly outweigh, both in length and in sig-
nificance, those on the works of other caricaturists. We therefore decided at
an early stage to restrict our collection to Gillray, and to treat the book as a
portrayal of this artist, the key figure in the early history of graphic satire.
Even so, it has only been possible to include about a quarter of the com-
mentaries on Gillray’s caricatures which appeared in the journal. In making
our selection, we were influenced not only by the quality and historical
interest of the prints in question, but also by the value of the chosen com-
mentaries in throwing light on attitudes to caricature, both as a political
instrument and as an art form. Twenty of the commentaries on Gillray’s
designs are translated and reprinted in their entirety, together with three
articles which dealt in more general terms with the trade in satirical prints.
The latter tell us much about Gillray’s relationship with other producers,
and about both the moral and the commercial contexts within which his
works appeared.

The commentaries in London und Paris are written in a discursive, schol-
arly and often witty style. We have endeavoured to render this in an
unmarked English which avoids anachronistic modernisms, but which
makes no attempt to imitate the English idioms or terminology of the
period. London und Paris’s variable and often erroneous spellings of proper
names (including Gillray’s) have been corrected. Classics of English liter-
ature were often quoted in German translations, and in these cases the orig-
inal texts have of course been restored; where the works of German poets
were quoted in London und Paris, the translations are ours, unless otherwise
stated. Where London und Paris quoted Latin and Greek works in German
translation, we have used an existing modern English translation of the
passage in question, cited in the relevant footnote, and we are grateful for
the copyright permissions involved, notably of Penguin Books Ltd.

The accounts of Gillray’s prints in London und Paris were extensively
footnoted. These footnotes add greatly to the density of meaning elicited
from the prints; indeed, many are as important as the main text. They have
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therefore been included almost in their entirety, although in a very few cases
(e.g. some digressive allusions to ancient literature, or references to
German editions of classical or English authors), minor omissions have
been made. London und Paris’s references to literary sources were generally
laconic or inaccurate. We have therefore traced and checked them, and have
silently expanded or corrected them as necessary. In those few cases where
it proved impossible to identify or find a copy of the work in question,
London und Paris’s citation has been retained as it stands. A similar approach
has been adopted in connection with allusions to works of art.

In order to make this collection of translations as useful as possible to the
modern English reader, editorial footnotes have also been provided; these
are distinguished by the use of brackets. First, we have added details of the
medium and publication date of the chosen Gillray prints. Since all were
published by Hannah Humphrey at , St James’s Street, London, this
information has not been repeated. However, the variant forms of Gillray’s
signature are quoted, since they denote the differing degrees of his
responsibility for the design of the prints. The numbers of Gillray’s prints
in the British Museum Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires are given
next (the Catalogue normally includes London und Paris’s copies of Gillray’s
originals as an annexe to the entries for the latter), together with references
to other important works on the prints. We have also explained points in
London und Paris’s texts and footnotes as necessary, and have provided some
references to modern secondary literature.

This book has occupied us both intermittently over a period of several
years, and its completion has been reliant on the support of a number of
institutions. A Grant-in-Aid from the Swann Foundation for Caricature and
Cartoon in  enabled translation to begin. The Paul Mellon Centre for
Studies in British Art made a generous grant in  towards the cost of
research and translations from London und Paris used in Diana Donald’s
The Age of Caricature: Satirical Prints in the Reign of George III (Yale
University Press, ), and this has of course equally benefited the present
work. Manchester Metropolitan University has provided substantial assis-
tance through contributions to the salary costs involved. For all these
awards we are extremely grateful.

Many individuals have also given vital assistance to the editors. Nicholas
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Penny’s early enthusiasm for the London und Paris project, and his con-
structive suggestions as to how the edition should be published, were crucial
in bringing it to fruition. Special thanks are due to Justus Fetscher, whose
wide knowledge of the period, helpful advice and friendship have proved
invaluable in the preparation of the book. Draper Hill provided welcome
encouragement, and, in particular, expert comments on the Gillray letters
printed in the Appendix. Sarah Richards was kind enough to read a draft of
the Introduction, and to make suggestions based on her extensive study of
eighteenth-century German journals. The staff of the Handschriften-
lesesaal, Staatsbibliothek, Berlin (West), and of the Goethe- und
Schillerarchiv, Weimar, were also extremely helpful to us. In pursuing the
more abstruse allusions of London und Paris’s writers, we have sought the
help of a number of scholars; however bizarre the item of information
requested, they have all responded with the greatest generosity and good
humour. We are here particularly indebted to the erudition of Christa
Grössinger; Peter Humfrey; William Hutchings; Roy Turner; and David
Womersley. Most of all, we wish to thank Stephen Parker and Trevor
Donald for their constant encouragement and support over the long period
of the book’s gestation; they must be as pleased as we are to see it finished.
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 (), –  March

I see that Gillray the artist is still producing his caricatures. They are very
well received by the public; not one of his imitators comes even close to his
achievements. This man has studied the human form so assiduously and
successfully that each line he draws, though it may be distorted, is never out
of proportion to the whole, or more exaggerated than the idea requires. He
always stops just where the intelligent observer would wish him to. I was sur-
prised to see that his publisher Mrs Humphrey has now moved to St James’s
Street, which leads directly to the Palace and which is frequented by courti-
ers, aristocrats, guards, spies and informers at all times of day.2 You will
always see dozens of people standing outside the shops which sell these cari-
catures. Recently Gillray issued a series of prints on the French invasion.3

One shows the French just after they have landed, wearing shapeless hats and
enormous jackboots. They have long pigtails, gaunt faces, thin bodies, their
frock-coats are torn and ragged, and they carry huge hunting whips. Standing
behind the English, they are teaching them how to till the fields. These
English people are clergymen, farmers and husbandmen; men, women and
children, all standing in a row and harnessed to the plough, wearing, you’ll
note, the wooden shoes commonly found in Picardy and elsewhere in France
(sabots), which the English loathe.4 Another print shows Parliament, its



1 [ In both title and text, Gillray is misspelt as ‘Gilroy’ or ‘Gillroy’, and Mrs Humphrey as
‘Humphreys’, while St James’s Street is called ‘St Jame’s Street’. Such inexactitude with names
is typical of LuP and common at the period. ]

2 [ Hannah Humphrey moved from New Bond Street to , St James’s Street in April . Hill
(), p.  n. . Donald (), p. . ]

3 [ Consequences of a Successfull French Invasion (BM –) was commissioned by Sir John
Dalrymple as loyalist propaganda, but the series was never completed. George (),
pp. –. Hill (), pp. –, pls. –. Donald (), pp. –. ]

4 [ Me teach de English Republicans to work – Scene. A Ploughed Field (BM ). ]

 Gillray and Mrs Humphrey: The Latest Caricature 1



insignia broken and a guillotine erected on the table. At the side of the table
the members stand chained to one another, their heads shaved.5 The Speaker,
still wearing his periwig, is the most amusing figure. A large padlock has been
clamped across his mouth and his face is contorted with rage as a sansculotte
places handcuffs on him. But I think the best print shows the approach of what
is supposed to be a large raft, containing windmills, castles and all the murder-

  

5 [ We come to recover your long lost Liberties. – Scene. The House of Commons (BM ). The
guillotine actually figures in the scene set in the House of Lords (BM ). ]

 
James Gillray, The Storm rising; – or – the Republican Flotilla in danger, . 
Etching, hand coloured.



ous instruments with which the French are threatening the English. On the
shore we see a capstan or ship’s winch with a rope, which is being turned by
fat Fox (looking for all the world like a thresher), mean, ‘cropped’ Bedford,
Erskine baring his teeth, and a fourth member of the Opposition; all puffing
and panting, their exertion clearly visible. A rope leads from the capstan
through the water to the ship, hauling it in. The fat-cheeked winds, whose
gusts bear the names of the great saviours of the nation – Howe, St Vincent,
Duncan, Bridport, Onslow, Pellew, Sidney Smith etc. – are trying as hard as
they can to blow the terrifying machine away.6 I cannot begin to describe the

      

6 [ The Storm rising; – or – the Republican Flotilla in danger (BM ) (Plate ). George (),
p. . The Whig ‘collaborators’ featured here are in fact Fox, Sheridan, Tierney and Bedford, 



impression which this characteristic print makes on all who see it. The four
figures pushing the levers are the spitting images of the people in question.

  

Footnote  (cont.)
and LuP’s description of the wind and its inscriptions is also inaccurate. The writer may be
remembering some details of Isaac Cruikshank’s similar design, The Raft In Danger or the
Republican Crew Disappointed (BM ). Here there are three ‘winds’ – Dundas, the King and
Pitt – whereas Gillray shows only Pitt; and Cruikshank also includes Erskine as a winged head
flying alongside the French raft. ]


